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Free Book Download - Sampler Platter 2 - Released By Book Express

Book Express has released Sampler Platter 2. Sampler Platter 2 is a free download for a limited time of 10
chapters and 6 poems from various books in its catalog. A video was also produce to bolster the release.

Sept. 6, 2010 - PRLog -- Book Express has released Sampler Platter 2. Sampler Platter 2 is a free download
for a limited time of 10 chapters and 6 poems from various books in its catalog.

Two chapters from the following books are included in the Sampler Platter 2 collection:

OBAMA GUILTY of BEING PRESIDENT WHILE BLACK

OBAMA GUILTY of BEING PRESIDENT WHILE BLACK examines how the shadows of oppressive
Jim Crow laws played a role in the hate spewed towards the 44th President of the United States. The role of
race and gender was front and center during the presidential campaign. How a woman was used as a human
shield by the Republicans is also clearly illustrated. Barack Obama received a mandate in the general
election. A few months later, it was a curious sight to witness people gathered around town hall meeting
sites bearing signs depicting the President as Hitler, socialist or a tyrant. Some even carried guns and a
pastor prayed that Obama would die. A Republican Congressman even called President Obama a liar on
national television during his health-care speech to a joint session of Congress. There was something much
deeper at play with President Obama and it centered on his race. Find out how questions about the
President's birth, religion, economic policies and patriotism were all smoke screens for feelings as old as the
United States itself.

TARP Town USA - The Recession That Saved America

The United States experienced the emergence of an economic crisis in the last quarter of 2008 that was the
worst since the Great Depression. It quickly became evident that the cause of this financial meltdown was a
perfect storm of multiple factors including irresponsibility, greed and lax oversight. Some hardworking
citizens found themselves living in foreclosure riddled neighborhoods and tent cities that the author has
labeled - TARP Towns - after the Troubled Assets Relief Program approved by Congress in October of
2008. ESSENCE® bestselling author D T Pollard expresses a unique view on the economic crisis that
exploded onto the scene in 2008 and describes how that financial downturn may save the United States of
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America from itself.

Fools' Heaven - Love, Lust and Death Beyond The Pulpit

What happens when lust, depravity, and ego make themselves known in a setting of utmost venerability?

Born to two poor rural high school dropouts, Mike Robertson is a young white man called to preach at an
early age. Janice Johnson, a young black woman four years older than Mike, is drawn to this teenage tent
preacher. As husband and wife, they leave their modest origins behind and rise to lead a mega church
empire in Dallas, Texas.

The journey from obscurity to religious super-stardom is fraught with many challenges, including racial
discrimination, drugs, deception, moral depravity, sexual assault, and a murder attempt—all in the name of
religion.

Spanning more than fifty years, this engaging novel focuses on this determined interracial couple who learn
that life can take them from the humblest beginnings to the highest of heights, even as they struggle to
maintain their perspectives.

Rooftop Diva - A Novel of Triumph After Katrina

ESSENCE Bestseller

…she was called the rooftop diva by the man that saved her, but she never knew his name. She must have
passed out because the next time her eyes opened she was surrounded by a throng of people at an aid
station. A kind lady gave her a cold bottle of water and then reality started to settle in that all she owned
was clinging to her in the form of the clothing she wore. 

“Has anyone seen my grandmother Martha Devareaux?” she inquired and all that met her was a blank stare
and a shake of the head for no. 

Deep down inside her mind, she knew that her grandmother was floating in the water that swamped their
house. It came in so quickly. By the time Monique realized what was happening it was up to her neck. She
called for her grandmother, but at eighty years old and wheelchair bound, there was little chance that she
survived. Not only was she homeless and destitute, she was also alone.

Could Monique rebuild her life in a new city while encountering wealth, love, violence and betrayal along a
twenty year journey after Hurricane Katrina?

The Mark Unmasked

“And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of
his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the
number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.”

Author D T Pollard solves the ages long mystery surrounding the mark of the beast, 666, from the Book of
Revelation in the Christian Bible. It is explained in such a blunt and straightforward manner that some
readers will be stunned at the answer.

The mark is here and is being utilized daily.
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Michael Jackson - Poetry For The King

This is a collection of fifteen poems dedicated to the life, talent, struggles and passing of superstar Michael
Jackson. Poems in this collection are Curtain Call, The News,Young Michael, Arguments,Fame Squared,I
Never Kept Track,Not So Strange, Reasons, Flesh and Blood, No Bones, On the Run,The Goodbye,
Stranger at Home,Justice for Some, Screeching Wall of Hate. All poems are original compositions by
ESSENCE bestselling author D T Pollard.

We Are Free - Verses From America

WE ARE FREE - Verses From America is a collection of poems from bestselling author 
D T Pollard that were written over several years. The works cover a range of the American experience and
include WE ARE FREE, Survivor's Song, A New Pair of Shoes, The Apple Tree War and Snuff Dipping
Woman among others.

To get the free download go to: http://DTPollard.com and click on the cover.

The video for Sampler Platter 2 is at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFx7KdCHEgk 

Book Express Publishing publishes books that touch all aspects of life.

# # #

Book Express Publishing is a Texas based publishing company that publishes books touching all aspects of
life.

--- End ---

Source Book Express
Country United States
Industry Publishing, Books, Entertainment
Tags Book, Free, Download, Collection, Fiction, Nonfiction, Katrina, Obama, Religion, Michael, Jackson
Link https://prlog.org/10911984
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* Read this news online
* Contact author
* Bookmark or share online
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